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0 Accept exercises late? Yes, for check—minus:

see the "Grading and Policies” page. Please let
us know ifyou can't upload to Gradescope.

 



Linear classification models

0 The foundational model for machine learning-based NLP!

0 Examples
0 The humble "keyword count" classifier (no ML)
0 Naive Bayes ("generative" ML)

 

0 Toda: Lo istic e ress'on)’  
O "discriminative" ML

*—

0 allows for features
0 used within more complex models (neural networks)
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BOW linear model for text classif.
0 Problem: classify dociinto one of k=I.._l_<_ classes

0 Parameters: For each class k6 /....l«<
a d d th ' a 4n wor type wé vere IS X
word weight

Representation: bag-of—words
vector of doc cl's word

 

,J-> V(wax—1K
0 Prediction rule: choose class ywith highest score. “‘3 -> \/Vk- {cc/Qk : ‘3ka :— gwq

Have we seen a text classification model that can be seen as an instance of this??
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0 Input document’gr (a string...)0 Engineer a feature function, f(d), to generate feature vectorqgltP

3d) —'——* x
Typically these use feature templates:
Generate many features at once 
for each word w:
' ${w}_count

1 .

° ${W}_IS count_nonzero
° NOT_${w}_bigram_count

:- d Count of words in my pre-s ecifie word list,
() "positive words accor mg to my favorite

holo;ica| theor " 
Count of several different“happy" emoticons

J
Count of“of the",

Length of aocument,

 

0 Not just word counts. Anything that might be useful!
Feature en ineerin :when you spend a lot of trying and testing new features. Very

important!! This is a place to put linguistics in, or just common sense about your data.
’ gram ‘M?
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Negation
Das, Sanjiv and Mike Chen. 2001. Yahoo! for Amazon: Extracting market sentiment from stock
message boards. In Proceedings of the Asia Pacific Finance Association Annual Conference (APFA).
Bo Pang, Lillian Lee, and Shivakumar Vaithyanathan. 2002. Thumbs up? Sentiment Classification
using Machine Learning Techniques. EMNLP-2002, 79—86.

Add NOT_ to every word between negation and following punctuation:

didn’t like

 

didn't NOT_like NGT this NOT movie but I
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I r.Classmcation: Lo/gReg (I)
o compute features (x3)

= (count “nigerian”, count “prince”, count “nigerian prince”)
—-< ‘\

%

 



If!Classmcation: LogReg (ll)
Compute the dot product

pTZZ/ox

0 Compute the logistic function for the label probability

\ “ \ e1- ,— 2? m ~ - : /€67“ij * /(Z/ \ l-‘rQZ qu
CPA-7%
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Log Reg Exercise
features: (count “nigerian”, count “prince”, count “nigerian prince”)

 



Learning Weights
So let’s try to maximize probability of the entire

dataset - maximum likelihood estimation

fiMLE = arg max 10g P(y0, . ..
I3 *—

 



Learning Weights
We know:

 

So let’s try to maximize probability of the entire
dataeet - maximum likelihood estimation

  



Learning Weights

 
n examples; xs - features; ys - Class



Multiclass Logistic Regression
0 Binary logreg: let x be a feature vector for the doc, and y either 0or I

: eXp(fiT$)
1+ exp(fiT$ [5 is a weight vector across the x features.A

0 Multiclass logistic regression: weight vector for each class
_> l‘ c

)3“ :Z jun/Rm" ‘ /01:1V:l

0 Prediction: clot product for each class

[2'2 22) M'ZK‘]

Pam/x) = z 1 zkl
[c 6 ’76 J

 



Gradient ascent learning
0 Follow direction of steepest ascent. Iterate le

6(1) : 210g P(yiixi;fl)
i=0 

fi<TL€UJ> : fi(0ld) + 7,] n

EzTraining set log-likelihood
77: Step size (a.k.a. learning rate)

0—6 fig :Gradient vectorA )"" n
0,31 UiBJ (vector of per-element

derivatives)

This is a generic optimization technique.
Not specific to logistic regression! Finds
the maximizer of any function where

- you can compute the gradient.

S Cfi\/l‘+’ Lew“ “((05941 £93,119»®V‘ \’

 



Name:

Exercise 3, in-class 9/16/21 - UMass CS 490A
Naive Bayes example (from J&M exercise 4.2)
Turn in via Gradescope after class or by next Monday

We are given the following short movie reviews, each labeled with a genre (comedy or action):

a"_ll_ g! \.~._._ ~

v "‘ __

Now, we are given a new review:
fast, couple, shoot, fly

  

 

   
  

 

        

  

Compute the most likely class for this review. Assume a naive Bayes classifier and use add-1
smoothing for the likelihoods.



Name:

Exercise 3, in-class 9/16/21 — UMass CS 490A
Nai've Bayes example (from J&M exercise 4.2)
Turn in via Gradescope after class or by next Monday

We are given the following short movie reviews, each labeled with a genre (comedy or action):

  

  

         

 

fun, lcoupl, love, love 5

~ __———____~_——"“,‘—’-‘_.——_. u.‘

N ’ —’

I" . — ” . '

fly, fast, shoot. love . action ‘

LIE!I

NOHDLfiD—iv—ijweare'w review: ‘ '_W__J_

fast, couple, shoot, fly 3 ~54 a.

Compute the most likely class for this review. Assume a naive Bayes classifier and use add-1
smoothing for the likelihoods.
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